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Abstract: As a new computing model in the era of Internet of things, edge computing has the
characteristics of distributed, “data first entry”, relatively limited computing and storage resources,
which make it not only face the widespread network attacks in information systems, but also
inevitably introduce some new security threats, which need to implement end-to-end protection.
Therefore, this paper mainly studies the terminal access security in the edge computing system, and
puts forward the terminal security access strategy selection scheme based on BP neural network,
which can comprehensively evaluate the security risks and threats faced by the terminal and data,
select the appropriate algorithm according to the actual needs of the system, and select the security
access strategy of the terminal on the edge computing side through quantitative objective standards,
so as to realize the edge computing side Maximum optimization of safety performance of edge
computing system.
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of centralized processing methods, the Internet of Things technology
has gained widespread popularity in recent years [1]. In addition, the fifth generation (5G) network
era has achieved more flexible, intelligent, efficient, and open network connections, and has
promoted the Internet of Everything (IoE) [2]. The core of the Internet of Things is to collect
massive data from terminal devices [3]. The number of terminal devices that need to be connected
reaches billions or even trillions. Traditional cloud computing models have been unable to meet
heterogeneous, low-latency, dense network connections. Access and service needs [4]. In this
context, edge computing has emerged. However, the rise of edge computing also brings new
security challenges. Due to the openness and heterogeneity of edge-side terminal equipment and
relatively limited computing and storage resources (compared to cloud computing), the breadth and
difficulty of access control and protection has increased significantly, and end-to-end protection
needs to be implemented [5].
At present, most of the research on terminal security access strategies in edge computing systems
draw on traditional information security protection technologies, without fully considering the
characteristics of edge computing systems such as low latency, limited device resources, and
massive terminal heterogeneity [6]. In order to solve these problems, a more feasible method is to
use physical layer security technology [7]. A commonly used technology is radio frequency
fingerprint identification [8].
Based on the above analysis, this paper mainly studies the terminal access security issues in edge
computing systems, and proposes a terminal security access policy selection scheme based on BP
neural network. According to the actual application requirements of the edge computing system
terminal side, under the limited computing environment resources, flexible and targeted terminal
security access is achieved to meet the requirements of low latency of edge computing systems. In
the second section it is going to present the algorithm of selecting secure access strategy of edge
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computing side terminal. In the third section, it is going to give a numerical example based on BP.
Then, the article ends with a comment.
2. Method for selecting secure access strategy of edge computing side terminal
This article mainly studies the quantitative method for selecting secure access to terminals on the
edge computing side. The research content includes comprehensive assessment of terminal security
risks and threats based on the analytic hierarchy process [9]. A quantitative objective criterion is
proposed for selecting secure access to terminals on the edge computing side, including steps:
1) Set the quantified security risks and corresponding security risk levels for terminals and data
applications under the edge computing system. Each type of security risk consists of three
dimensions: system risk, destructive power, and vulnerability. Evaluation matrix of security threats
for various threats:
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w is the quantified value of the vth security risk faced by the ith terminal or data
In formula (2),
application, i = 1, 2, k，v = 1, 2, , s ，k is the total number of terminals and data applications, and
i is the terminal serial number variable;
3) Evaluation matrix of security policy set on the edge side:
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indicates that the edge side adopts the jth security policy for the vth security risk, p is the
number of security policy types, and j is the serial number of the security policy type;
i
4) Calculate the security protection quantification value Z after applying the security policy to
each terminal or data on the edge side:
Z i = Wi ⋅ B = {Z1i Z 2i  Z ij  Z ip }
(4)
i
Z
In Formula (4), j is a quantified value of security protection after applying the jth security
policy to the ith terminal or data;
5) The edge side selects a security policy based on the actual security protection quantified value
i
i
Z i .When only a single security policy is selected, the maximum value of Z j in Z j is directly
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selected. When a combination of two or more security policies is required, a machine learning
method and a deep learning algorithm are used to select based on the quantitative protection value
Z ij
of the security protection [10].
3. Implementation scheme based on BP neural network
3.1 Terminal security access policy selection process
The technical solution of this article is described in further detail in combination with the method
of BP neural network.

Figure 1. Terminal security risk-policy relationship model
First, establish a relationship model between the security policy of the edge computing device
and the risk of the terminal or data application, as shown in Figure 1. The edge computing system
includes an edge-side computing device and a terminal device, and the connection between the
edge-side computing device and the terminal device is a wireless connection or a wired connection.
Possible security risks of terminal or data applications include: permission attacks, data storage and
encryption attacks, vulnerability threats, and remote control [11]. Edge computing devices need to
respond to the risks of terminal or data applications according to security policies. The security
policy method and the number of security policies adopted by the edge-side computing device can
be set according to the requirements of the network system.
According to the terminal and data application requirements and the security risks faced by the
edge computing system, quantified values and classifications are shown in Table 1. The quantified
security risk of each threat can be determined by methods such as empirical value and expert
assessment.
Table 1. Security level division table
Security Risk
Grade
System risk
Security
risk
Destructive force
dimension
Vulnerability

Quantitative value of security risk
0～2

2～4

4～6

6～8

8～10

Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

Very weak

Weak

Medium

Strong

Very strong

Very low

Low

Medium

High

Very high

An example of specific terminal quantification is given below.
1) Based on Table 1 and expert experience, it is assumed that the security threats that the
terminal faces under the edge computing system include permission attacks, data storage and
encryption attacks, vulnerability threats, and remote control. Each type of security risk is composed
of three dimensions: system risk, destructive power and vulnerability. The risk assessment matrix is:
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2) The terminal's quantified risk is calculated according to equation 2:
W = {0.204，
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0.241}
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3) Provide a set of security access policies based on system security requirements. And
adopt an evaluation standard of 1-9 to obtain the security access policy evaluation matrix:
1 5 7 
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4) Calculate the security protection quantification value Z after the terminal adopts the
corresponding security access policy:
Z =W  B = {3.855，
4.819，
4.449}
(8)
5) The terminal selects a security policy based on the actual security requirements of the system
in which it is located, based on the quantified security protection value Z obtained. Based on the
quantitative evaluation of the risk of the terminal, a third security access policy should be
considered at this time to achieve the terminal security Access and the system's security
performance is maximized.
3.2 BP neural network Model ensemble and training
The edge device can select multiple security policies from p security policies to protect the
terminal at a time. According to the complexity of each security policy, the BP neural network
method is used to select according to the quantitative value of equation (4), the model ensemble and
training process is as follows:
A. The edge device determines the number of terminals k according to the number of data sets,
yi

the number of security policy types p, and the security policy is expressed as j
=
(i 1,=
2, k ; j 1, 2, p ) , obtain training samples according to the steps in section 3.1, that is to
say, adopt the jth security policy for the ith terminal. That is to say, the jth security policy is adopted
for the ith terminal, and the security quantified value in formula (4) is the security policy
D = {( Z1 , y1 ) , ( Z 2 , y2 ) , , ( Z k , yk )}

y ij

is

.
combined into a data set
B. Divide the data set D, take the first m items of data set D as the training set T, and the next n
T = {( Z1 , y1 ) , ( Z 2 , y2 ) , , ( Z m , ym )}
items as the test set S, k= m + n . That means, the training set
, the
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CHE = {( Z m +1 , ym +1 ) , ( Z m + 2 , ym + 2 ) , , ( Z m + n , ym + n )}

, the

C. Determine the BP neural network structure, as shown in Figure 2. The BP neural network
includes an input layer of N1 nodes, a hidden layer containing N2 nodes, and an output layer
containing N3 nodes. The output layer passes the calculated loss back to the nodes in the network.

Figure 2. BP neural network structure diagram
D. Use the training set

T = {( Z1 , y1 ) , ( Z 2 , y2 ) , , ( Z m , ym )}
CHE = {( Z

m +1
E. After training, input the test set
network to get the corresponding security policy.

to train the BP neural network.

, ym +1 ) , ( Z m + 2 , ym + 2 ) , , ( Z m + n , ym + n )}

into the BP neural

4. Conclusions
This article discusses terminal security under edge computing, and proposes a quantified method
for selecting security access policies for edge-side terminals. It can achieve security performance
and complexity through the quantified relationship between the security policies of edge computing
devices and the risks of terminals or data applications. Comprehensive evaluation to achieve the
most resource-saving and maximum optimization of edge computing system security performance
under security requirements.
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